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PLC IF IC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPA NY
77 BEALE STREET ~ SAN .FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA94106 ~ (415) 781-4211 ~ TWX 910.372 6587

J ~ O. SCHVYLKR
VlCC TAESICENT

NUCEE*R TOWER GENERATION

September 9, 1983

Mr. Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1
Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement No. 18

Dear Mr. Eisenhut:

The Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement No. 18 (SSER
18), identified items which the Staff considered unresolved. Specifically,
these items relate to final verification of, certain matters including the
completion and/or documentation of some modifications.

PGandE responded to most of the unresolved items in a letter to the
Staff on August 30 and September 6, 1983. At the public meeting with the
Staff in Bethesda on September 1, 1983, PGandE comitted to provide closure or
status information on the remaining unresolved issues by September 9, 1983.

A list of all unresolved items identified in SSER 18 is provided in
Enclosure 1. Enclosure 2 contains PGandE's response to the remaining seven
unresolved items.

Sincerely,

P J. er

Enclosures

cc: R. L. Cloud, RLCA
W. E. Cooper, TES
J. B. Martin, NRC
H. E. Schierling, NRC

F. Sestak, Jr., SGW

Service List

8309260140 830'SION
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&is enclosure contains a list of unresolved items identified in SSER No. 18.
&is list seanarizes each item by the SSER section, SSER page location, and a
closure or status reference.
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SER SECTION

3.2.1

mXOSURE 1
SAFETY EVALUATIONREKRT

SUPPLEMENT M)o 18
STATUS OF UNRESOLVED ITEMS

PAGE NO./
ON COMMENTS

Contaianent Annulus Structure

CLOS%K/STATUS
DOCUMENT

o Freehand averaging of
spectra

C.3-9 Enclosure 2
Attachment 1
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

3.2.2

3.2.3

o 20 Hz cutoff frequency

o Documentation

Containment Interior Structure

o Documentation

Containment Exterior Shell

o AISC code for containment
penetration analysis

o +uipment hatch
local stress level

o Documentation

C.3-9

C.3-9

C. 3-13

C. 3-17

C. 3-17

C.3-17

Enclosure 2
Attachment 1

ITR-51, Rev. 0
Issued 9/2/83

ITR-54
(Pending)

Enclosure 2
Attachment 2
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 3
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/82

ITR-54
(Pending)

3.2.4 Auxiliary Building

o Floor slab qualification

o ACI code

C.3-22

C.3-22

Enclosure .'.

Attachment 4
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

Enclosure 2
Attactsnent 5
PGandE letter to
NRC data,~ 8/30/83
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ENCLOSURE 1
SAFETY EVALUATION REPCEK

SUPPLEMENT NO. 18
STATUS OF UNR1HOLVED ITEMS

SER SECTION

3.2.4 Auxiliary Building (continued)

o Soil springs

PAGE NO./ " CLOSURE/STATUS
CCHMEhGS DOCUMENT

Enclosure 2
Attachment 6
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

3.2.5

3.2.6

o Documentation

Fuel Handling Building

o Input from auxiliary
building to base of fuel
handling building

o Degree-of-f reedom
reduction
procedure

o Documentation

Intake Structure

o Documentation

o Verify slab modifications

C.3-22

C.3-26

C.3-26

C.3-29

C.3-28

ITR-55
(Pending)

Enclosure 2
Attachment 7
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 8
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

ITR 57
Rev. 0
Issued 8/02/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

ITR 58
Rev. 0
Issued 8/10/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

Enclosure 2
Attachment 5
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ENCLOSE 1
SAFETY EVAWATION REPORT

SUPPLEMENT NO+ 18
STATUS OF UNfKSOLVED ITEMS

SER SECTION

3.2.8

3.3.1

3.3.2

DESCRIPTION

Turbine Building

o Modeling and analysis
issues

o Docemntation

Large Bore Piping and Supports

o Pipe supports

o High stress ratios
support and nozzle loads

o Documentation (Piping)

o. Documentation (Supports)

Small Bore Piping and Supports

o Documentation

PAGE NO./
COMMENTS

C.3-36'7

C.3-37

C.3-48

C.3%8

C.3-48

C.3-48

C.3-57

CraSmg/STATUS
DOCUMENT

Enclosure 2
Attachments 9-15
PGandE letter

to'RC

dated 8/30/83

ITR-56
(Pending)

E>closure 2
Attachment 16522
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 2

Enclosure 2
Attachment 22
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

ITR-59, Rev. 0
Issued 8/20/83
Rev. 1 (Pending)

ITR-60, Rev. 0 .

Issued 8/18/83
Rev. 1 (Pending)

Enclosure 2
Attachment 17
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83
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SER SECTION

3.3.2

\

ENCLOSURE 1
SAFETY EVALUATIONREPCUQ

SUPPLEMENT m. 18
STATUS OF UK%SOLVED ITEMS

DESCRIPTION
PAGE M)./
CGMMENIS

Small Bore Piping and Supports (continued)

CU)SURE/STATUS
DOCUMENT

3.4.1

o Documentation
(Small bore piping)

o Documentation (Supports)

Mechanical ~ipment and Supports

C.3-58

C.3-58

Im-61
Rev. 0
(Pending)

ITRHO
Rev. 0
Issued 8/18/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

o Qualification of equipment C.3-59
C.3-70

o Nozzle-to-pipe interface C.3-66

Enclosure 2
Attachment 4

ITR-67

3.4.2

o 'umps flanges

o Documentation

HVAC ~ipment
o Documentation

,o Documentation
(HVAC ducts/supports)

C. 3%9

C.3-70

C. 3-73

C.3-73

Enclosure 2
Attachment 24
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

ITR-67
Rev. 0
Issued 8/15/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

I'JR-31
Rev. 1
Issued 8/4/83

Im-63
Rev. 0
Issued 8/23/83
Rev.

1'Pending)
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ENCraSmm 1
SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

SUPPLEMENT R) ~ 18
STATUS OP UNRESOLVED ITEMS

SER SECTION DESCRIPTION
PAGE NO./ CfDSURE/STATUS
COMMENXS DOCUMENT

3.4.3

3.5.1

Electrical Raceways, Instrument
Robing and Supports

o Cable tray qualification

o Superstrut welds

o Documntation
(Raceways/supports)

o Documentation
(Mbing/supports)-

Soils and Foundations

o Documentation
(Soils intake structure)

o Documentation (Soils intake
structure - bearing
capacity, etc.)

o Documentation (Soils intake
structure —sliding)

C.3%0

C.3-80

C.3-76

C. 3-77

C.3-83

C.3-85

C.3-86

Enclosure 2
Attachment 18
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 19
PGaqdE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

ITR-63
Rev. 0
Issued 8/23/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

IGR-63
Rev. 0
Issued 8/23/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

ITR-58,
Rev. 1
(Pending)

Im-58,
Rev. 1
(Pending)

I'IR -'8
Rev. 1
(Pending),

o Documentation
(HLA soils work)

C. 3&3-86 IT'S
(Pending)

,416 6a
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ENCLOSUIK 1
SAPETY EVALUATIONRIMPLE

SUPPLEMENT NO. 18
STATUS OP UNRESOLVED ITEMS

SER SECTION DESCRIPTIC8
PAGE NO./
COWMEN'IS

CLOSURE/STATUS
DOCUMENT

3.5.2 Shake Table Testing

o Donanentation
(CAP - equipment)

C.3%9 IW&7
Rev. 0
Issued 8/15/83
Rev. 1
(Pending)

3.5.3 Main COntrol Board

o Staff acceptance C.3-91 Encl@sure 2
Attachment 23
PGandE letter to
NRC dated
8/30/83 and
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 9/6/83

3.6.6

4,2.3

Seismic and Stress Analysis
of Buried Diesel Tanks

o DCP analysis

Instrunentation and
Controls Design

o EOI 8018
AVOWS isolation valves

o EOI 8047 - acceptability
of single relay to
isolate steam generator
blae3own

C.3-99

C. 4-11

C. 4-12

Enclosure 2
Attachrent 20
Revised report
sent to NRC;
PGandE letter
to NRC dated
8/19/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 21
PGandE letter
to NRC dated
8/10/83

Enclosure 2
Attachment 3
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SER SECTION

4.3.2

ENCLOSURE 1
SAFETY EVALUATIONREPORT

SUPPLEMENT te. 18
STATUS OP UNIKSOLVED ITEMS

PAGE NO./
COMMENTS

System Design Pressure/
Temperature and Differential
Pressure Across Power~rated
Valves

CIDSURE/STATUS
DOCUMENT

o Modifications C.4-26 Enclosure 2
Attachment 6

4.3.5 Jet Irrpingenent Effects
Inside Containment

o Documentation C.4-29 Encl'osure 2
Fuel load Attachment 7
requiremnts
have been
satisf ied

4.3.6 Rupture Restraints

o Documentation
(Outside containment)

C.4-32
Fuel load
requirements
have been
satisfied'nclosure

2
Attachment 25
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

o Documentation
(Inside containment)

C.432
Fuel load
requirements
have been
satisfied

Enclosure 2
Attachment 25
PGandE letter to
NRC dated 8/30/83

~ 4166a





This enclosure contains information which addresses potential unresolved items
extracted fran SSER No. 18. We information provided is considered by PGandE

to resolve these items and is provided for review, as appropriate.
Information for each item is provided on an individual attachment. Each
attachment contains a reference, the identification of the unresolved item,
and a response to the identified item. No further action on these issues is
contemplated by the Pro]ect at this time, with the exception of 1) revising or
supplementing the Phase I and II Final Reports at a future date, if
appropriate, or 2) completion of evaluations and/or modification work, and
documentation of said work.
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ENCIDSURE 2

Attachment 1

CNZAINMENT ANNULUS STRUCTURE

20 Hz cutoff fr u

A. REFERENCE

Containment Annulus Structure
SER Section 3.2.1.6, p. C.3-9

B. POTENTIAL UK%SOLVED ITEN

'It is noted, however, that a frequency of 20 Hz should not be
considered as a frequency in the rigid range without verification.
The Newmark Hosgri spectra approach ZPA at 33 Hz. It is the staff's
position that use of the 20 Hz cutoff frequency for generation of
floor response spectra should be verified and/or justified. With the
exception noted, the results should lead to the acceptance of the
annulus steel structure if the the program was carried out properly.
We IDVP review will verify the accuracy of the DCP

program.'The

staff considers the 20 Hz cutoff frequency for generation of
floor response spectra an open issue and will require that the IDVP
review verifications and/or justifications provided by the DCP and
include the results of review in future

reports.-'.

DCP RESPONSE

Horizontal stiffness of the annulus steel being considered rigid by
having a frequency beyond 20 Hz is based on the following rationale:

(1) At the time of the Hosgri evaluation, the NRC Staff and its
consultants, and PGandE and their consultants agreed the
evaluation would be based on the same mathematical models and
analytical procedures as were used for the DDE with certain
specific exceptions. Since no exception was given in the Hosgri
report, the Hosgri evaluation of the annulus steel was performed
to the same criteria and using the same mathematical models and
analytical procedures as for the DDE evaluation. For the
annulus structure, this DDE analysis, as described in the FSAR,

was ledged on the. motions of the interior concrete crane wall
without additional amplification. Thus, the horizontal
stiffness of the annulus was considered rigid, i.e., transmit
motion without amplification. This degree of rigidity, as
defined in the FSAR for pipe support structu es, systems, and.
canponents is 20 Hz. This same set of assumptions and
considerations was carried forward for the Hosgri evaluation as
permitted by the Hosgri report.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

(2) The annulus steel is a structure specifically designed to
support piping. The stiffness requirements for pipe support
structures for the DDE analysis as well as the Hosgri analysis
is clearly defined in the FSAR and Hosgri Reports as 20 Hz.

This agreed upon criteria, i.e., being considered rigid by having a
fundanental frequency greater than 20 Hz, is entirely reasonable and
appropriate for the safety evaluation of the supported systems and
coaponents for the following reasons:

Dominant modes of piping and raceways generally have frequencies
in the 5 to 15 Hz range. Khese modes are dominant for either or
both of the following reasons. First, the highest amplification
in the horizontal floor response spectra occurs in this range.
Second, the participation factor of the. modes in the 5 to 15 Hz
range are normally higher than those of the higher'odes. In
the cases where modes with frequencies greater than 15 Hz have
larger participation factors than those of lover modes, the
system is quite stiff which results in considerable inherent
structural capacity.

0

0

The strain associated vith modes having frequencies higher than
20 Hz is quite small. For exanple, the natural frequency of a
single mass oscillator is f ~ 3.13/fD, where D is the static
deflection in inches of the mass subjected to a 1.0 g loading
and f is in cycles per second. The deflection of a 20 Hz
oscillator to a 1.0 g load is 0.0245 inches, which for the span
and size of piping and raceways considered results is a small
strain. A conservative estimate of the acceleration from a
coupled analysis of the annulus steel and the piping or raceway
for rxdes having a frequency greater than 20 Hz is 3.0 g.
deflection associated .with a 20 Hz mode experiencing 3.0 g would
be approximately 0.064 inches. Such a deflection could not
cause serious problems for raceways or piping and these are the
items supported by the annulus steel.

For conduits or piping where the modes having frequencies
greater than 20 Hz are -canbined with lower modes, the effects
are canbined hy the SRSS. This tends to reduce the significance
of a nondominant mode.. If, for example, there is one dominant
mode below 20 Hz which produces a stress of 20 ksi and a mode
above 20 Hz which produces a stress of 5 ksi, the combined
stress is 20.6 ksi. Further, if there are fo~ur modes belov 20
Hz and all are producing 5 ksi individually, the combined
stress, excluding the higher mode, would be 10 ksi. The
combined stress, including the higher rrode, would be 11.2 ksi.
This indicates the increase in stress due to inclusion of the
higher modes causes only a small increase in the combined
seismic stress.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

o Piping supports for Diablo Canyon have a stiffness of 20 Hz
which results in a certain amount of toughness above that of

= supports designed on the basis of strength only. A number of
plants designed in the late 60's and early 70's did not have any
specific'stiffness requirement for pipe supports. Thus, the
design of Diablo Canyon's pipe supports is already more
conservative than typical industry practice for this vintage
plant.

o ~ piping and raceway analysis is based on an uncoupled linear
elastic analysis. Tests have deaanstrated behavior to be
nonlinear and designs based on linear analysis with traditional
low danping values to be quite conservative. Por piping> if the
actual behavior of the supports are taken into consideration, it
is apparent that the linear elastic analysis is a conservative
idealization of the actual behavior. We actual gaps that exist
at saba supports are neglected. &is results in more of the
actual building motion being transmitted to the pipe than
actually takes place. In reality, the pipe will tend to have
relative movement between the pipe and supports where the gaps
exist, which tends to reduce the input motion into the piping
system and also tends to prevent a resonant condition from
developing. In addition, some supports allow sliding to take
place between the support and the pipe. The frictional behavior
is also neglected, which, if included, would tend to reduce
resonant conditions. The uncoupled analysis using response
spectra as input has been recognized as a conservative approach
when the weight of the supported items is above a few percent of
the supporting structure. In the case of the piping and raceway
systems, the percentage is high, relative. to the annulus steel.
Therefore some unquantified margin exists.

When the Hosgri criteria were developed from many and lengthy
discussions between the NRC Staff, PGandE and its respective "

consultants, the above considerations, and perhaps others not
explicitly mentioned, influenced the collective engineering
judgment. Engineering judgment is, in fact, necessary in such a
process due to the nature of seismic design. Based on all of the
considerations outlined above, it is concluded that the 20 Hz
criteria for definitions of rigid range for the horizontal response
of the annulus structure is a reasonable and appropriate basis for
evaluation of the piping, systems, and components supported by the
annulus steel.

4174a
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 2

LARGE BORE PIPQG AND SUPPORTS

Buckli criteria IOVP action

A. REFERENCE

Large Bore Piping and Supports
SER Section 3.3.1.4, p. C.3-48

B. POTENTIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'The IDVP should evaluate and justify the buckling criteria specified
for linear supports, specifically the rise of the Euler buckling
equation for calculating the critical buckl'.ng load for all
slenderness

ratios.'.

DCP RESPONSE

The Project offers the following clarification of buckling criteria
used for linear type supports.

Supplementary steel used in Diablo Canyon pipe supports has been
designed to satisfy the requirements of the AISC Manual of Steel
Construction, 7th Edition for the normal and DE load cases. For the
DDE and Hosgri load cases, a 1/3 increase is permitted over normal
allowables.

For columns with a slenderness ratio (Kl/r) less than C (column
slenderness ratio separating elastic and inelastic buckling

922wE/F ), the arse assumes failure tp inelastic buckling and
limits Pie allowable stress to a value less than the value that would
be permitted by factoring (2/3) the Euler formula.

By using AISC as a basis for design and review of pipe support
supplementary steel, the Project has accounted for effects that may
cause failure of columns at stress levels below the value predicted

gaby

the Euler formula. This approach is consistent with industry
practice.

4174a





EHCIDSURE 2

Attachment 3

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS DESIGN

EOI 8047 - a abilit of si le rela to isolate steam enerator blowdown

A. REFERENCE

Auxiliary Feedwater System
SER Section 4.2.3.1, p. C.4-12

B. POTENTIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'Ghe staff...finds that the use of a single relay to isol,ate steam
generator blowdown on automatic initiation of the AFWS is in conflict
with the design shown in FSAR Figure 7.2-lp Sheet 15. Further, the
redundancy, as shown by this figure, typical for all Westinghouse
plants, is consistent with the Westinghouse analysis noted above
which assumes that steam generator blowdown is terminated for those
events not associated with safety injection. The staff concludes
that the concern identified does represent a deviation frcm the
Westinghouse interface requirements to be implemented by the
balanc~f-plant

design.'We

staff willpursue t6is concern with pounds to obtain a
resolution of this matter."

Ce DCP RESPONSE

The Staff indicates a concern about '... a deviation from the
Westinghouse interface requirements to be implemented by the balance
of plant design'ith respect to the use of a single relay to isolate
steam generator blowdown on automatic initiation of the Auxiliary
Feedwater System (AFWS). The specific issue is identified in the
FSAR. Figure 7.3-47 (Attachment 1) indicates that a single relay
(3AFHP) initiates steam generator blowdown isolation, while FSAR
Figure 7.2-1 (Attachment 2) indicates that redundant relays initiate
isolation.

4174%

The design criteria in the Westinghouse 'Steam System Design Manual',
Rev. 0, Subsection V-8 (Attachment 3), simply requires that, upon
initiation of the AFWS, the blowdown valves will automatically close;
redundant relays are not s~ified. The PGandE design fully conforms
to the design criteria, using a single relay (3AFHP) to meet the
requireaant of automatic closure of the blowdown valves.
Additionally, the PGandE design has been reviewed on various
occasions by Westinghouse to ensure that the PGandE design conforms
to the criteria. Attachments 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 illustrate this review
process. Attachments 7 and 8 specifically document that Westinghouse
reviewed the PGandE design and concurred that the design with a
single relay meets their steam generator blowdown isolation criteria.
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C, DCP RESPOHSE (continued)

&is response provides documentation which demonstrates that the
concern identified by the NRC staff clearly does not represent a
deviation from the Westinghouse interface requirements to be
iapleaanted by the balanc~f~lant design.

However, to close this issue in a timely manner, PGandE will install
a redundant relay for steam generator blowdown isolation on auxiliary
feedwater pump start as shown in FSAR Figure 7.2-1. FSAR Figure
7.3-47 will be updated to reflect the redundant relay.
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c; .;i), O'0 S';."=ms Dl;islon
'TEAM SYSTEMS DESIGN MANUAL

ATTACHMENT 3

Author
.Pw n

Approved c~ f, /g~— »«Pro

SUBSECTION 8 - STLQI GENERATOR BLO'ADORN AND SA~IPLE SYSTBI

PURPOSE

The'steam generator blowdown and sample system is. used in con)unction with
the chemical feed system to control the chemical cc-..."osition of the s earn

generator shell water within the specified li-its (Section ~.1 of "General
Design Criteria for Power Plant and Steam Systers Associated with l:uclear
Stean Supply Systers"). The blowdown discharge is nornally flashed in an
atnosphere vented tark and the remaining liquid draired into the circulatirg
water discharge. This corstitutes a potential release path to the environ-
ment even though three barriers exist between the fission pr cucts and the
blowdown, and so a means of nonitoring anc ccntrol'ing the blow"o"n is an
integral feature of the system design.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREilENTS

To fulfillthe two-fold monitor and control purpose, the system incl des
continuous radiological monitoring and chemical analyzin, manun) sa-..pling,
and protective isolation valving. The usual anzly"in" dev'ces consist of
conductivity cells ard ranual sample poin s for ea-ii steam gereratcr. These
are associated with the control of the indivicual s=eam gener=tot water che-...-

istry. The nonitor'ng function is provided by a radiation monitor which
senses flaw from all stean generators. If radioactivi "y is sense', .a11 d's-
chari.e fro., this system is contained by ciosing t~e various valves ace a

control room alarm is sounded since this i~ an indication that rac'oactive
material is present in the steam generator secondary side.

SAFETY REQUIREaKNTS

The safety aspect mainly centers around the ronitoring for radioactivity in
the blowdown liquid. The ronitor is to be in operation, with all steam
generators being sarpled, before any blowdown is per orred.

The part of the system from the steam penerators to thc isolation valves,
outside of the containment, comprises an extension of the stc m ger.erator
boundary. This portion of the system therefore has a safety classification
since it is necessary to thc safe shutdown of the plant. Ihc b'alance oi ti:e
system, downstream oi tiie isolation valves, does no" have tliis hig)ier clcs-
sification since blowdown can be discontinur d for on emergency coo)do;:n.
Thc blowdown and sarple lines within the cnntainmunt require reactor coolant
system missile protection similar to the feed and stcam linus to avoid any
intcrcffcct between a loss of coolant accident and a stcam or fccdwater brc ic.,
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, Section V-8 poge 2 of 5 Do« 2I~O

SYSTEM! DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Figure V-34 shows a system design with one stean generator, although it is
typical for whatever number exists. Additional steam generators would be
in parallel, all feeding samples through a corn-on radiation monitor. In-
dividual coolers, manual samples, and corductiv'ty reading would be usea.

The isolation valve requirements on the lines penetzating the containment
depend upon individual plant requirements; however, our intcrpzetatior. of
the usual contair .ent isolation is shown in Figure V-34, where the blow-
do"n and sample .lines have,a manual and an automatic isolation valve im-
mediately outside ttLe concainmcnt.

These automatic valves are of a .foal clean ~izn, are nornallz aaen, and
blowdown is nanually regulated wztn cne valve lccated near che ilasn tank,
aicnougu tnrougn control raa- manual accxoa the automatic valve can be used
to provide an on-oct blowaot n operac.on.moce with the regulation valve set
for a given r"te. The tant zs veuieu io cne acctosphere and the liquid
drained to the'ischarge canal. A normallv cic ed alternate route co the
waste "disposal system is also shown. lf:issxon proaucc rale "se rto the
sream generators s seconcary sloe ware to occur, this connection p ovides
the abilt.iy to drain the steam generaror contents after shutdown co en ble
corrective nair. enance to be done. The b3.owdc:tn tank anc. lines do not
require special protect.'ve radiological shielding.

The sample lines are shown taken off the blowdown lines as close co the
steam generator as practical and brought cur. tl:rough separate containment
penetraticns. Tnis is considered necessazv in order co proviac representa-
tive che..ical samples and satisfactory radioacciv'ty control. For the
sa..c reasons, the sanple tubing size is expecced to be sn"ll in order co
reduce lag time. Contair.-... nc isolation valves are locatea in the liras
immediately ou~de cne containnear. fhe samp'e xs cooxea an" c.".en nas three
peiai'hei patl:s; one x» availabLe ror manual sa.-..nlinn in the sa.-.. le hood and
sink irs-'de the nuclear'sample room, cne secona. co a candu "tiv'tv cell out-
side the sample room, and the third Joins tne otner steam venerator s ",.ales
ana goes cttrou"„h a radiation moor, 'lne terperature ana pressure lim cs
zor the raaiatzon mon>car are l4v t'nd 150 pounds per square inch guage,
res'pectively, a..d the fluid condit:ion must be raint"inad below tl ese levels.
The constant flow from the conductivity cells and the radiacior. mcnicor is
piped back to the blowdown tank.

A demineralized water line is shown for the purpose cf flushing the radi cion
monitor. Tltis will be useful in verif'ng monitor signals and 'or sensor
calibration.

It should bc noted that there are four valves ocr steam generator, two
within tha cancaircienc and tha two ztcmcdiacely outscore. lf che latter
require repair because of leaks, a plant conldown and draining of thc
steam grneratoz'" rcquircd. ti'e reconmend chat. l>igh qua)iLy seal welded
bonnet valves be specified for the c locations, rather titan roue.'ne ficld-
procurred valves, in order to minimize the po sibility of this occui rerce.
These valves arc marl'ed wit.h an asterisk 'in Figure V-34.
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Section 4-8 PeSe 3 o~ Date 2/70

CONTROL

Blovdow~ tate is under the operator's control using,. the. vz>~ c near the
b3owdogn ta)~k, although the isolation valves can be utilized from the
control room for on-off blowdown control. The isolation valves on the blo"-
down tank discharge are controlled by various automatic signals as well, as
shown in Figure V-35.

The Muwdcmn isolation values are closed aut~icallx by one one of these
signals: a signal from tQe radiation mon+or, a conta'~~ isolatian...
sipnal, and an initiating start signal of the auxgliarv. Seer.":p~Z system

The samole isolation valve is automatically c'osed upon the radiation
monitor signal or by containment isolation. It has an additienal feature,

'owever,, the ability to obtain a manual sample followin" a radiation monitor
alarm. This ability is desirable since that means the responsible stean
generator can be definitely identified. A manual switch s'.".own is for this
purpose. It would be located within the s--..pie room end .:ould override only.
the radiation signal and would not interfere with containment isolation.
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ATrACHMZyr 4

i mthghouae Bectrk Corporate tower System!

i~~ oar 0
ap~p Rhl O

EJI 0Ogr 0
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~ ITJ >'oJ fgoD

2/27/73
PCE-223S
SSE-PIYe.-507$
S.n. PM-50n .. -i's r "::.:r~;

Nr D. V Keller
Chief Nechanical Engineer
PACIFIC CAS AND ELECTRIC COMP@

77 Scale Street
San Francisco~ CA 94106

Dear Hr. Kelly:
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PACIFIC GAS AXD ELECTRIC CO~ANY
Yl'CLEAR PLAÃT, DIABLn CA.'iYON SITE

L'HITS NL"SER 1 AYD 2
Criteria Evaluation

Attached is the Steam Systems Criterfa Compliance document vhich is befne
submitted for your use and our fnfomation.

basfcally, the tabulation states the latest criteria relating to the secondaw
olant desian for the Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supplv System. The document
also references applicable design manuals vhich you have in your possession.
The references explain the criteria in greater detail.
Me request that you check your plant design vith the criteria listed for our
infornation. If your design neets the criteria, vo"ld you please initial
your verification. Our objective is to obtain a doc ment for our information in
vhich the column entitled "Verification of Comolfance" is cnmoleted and ve will
be able to halo you in this endeavor. For the cquipnant 'I:cstinshouse ia supplvfn. ~

vc vill sign the verification column.
I

The object of the exercise, as far as your olant is concerned, ia to use this
data to discover any areas which could bo potentially troublesome and offer vnu
our help in trying to resolve these difffcultiea.
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D. V. Xellv

Since this is the first issue ve would appreciate any coarnents for improve-
ment. For convenience, vou may vish to insert this into your Steam Svstems
Desiin Manual. If ve can be o! any help in clarification of criteria, ve
are available for further discussion. Mhen the document is completed please
forward a copy for our use and files.

Very truly yours ~

0

C. Y Lian@
Steam Systems Enp. c rinc

mP/d~
Attachment

APPRnmD: 4F 7 ~

J. 4. Dorry tt, 'la s ir
Pacific Gas and Electric
Project

cc: D. V. Kelly - 6L, 5A
J ~ A. Hughes - 1L
R. L, Mellers 1L





STlAH STSTCÃ5 CRITIRIA CONtLLAICE

YCRIFICATSN
DlSICÃ IQl1M MtimlICK - OF CQFLIARX

a feed etarte the

and e& le ~ vee autcslticall
QN - Secti V-I

contro1 ie rovided for all valvee ia
'the antlia feedvater e et» vhich e're

o rablc fry tbe trol rocm vjth tbe
axe~ tkon ot the recirculation valree)

SQN - Sectioa Y-7

ta e 7 of 13

feedarager e et» vhicb caa be operated

fry tba control rooa provide for local
coatrol to override r»ote control. Mbea

r»ote control ie cnenidden, an auusnciator
alaaw Qa tbe contcol rooa

SRN - Sectioa Y-7

t ~ 7 of 13

Sufficient inatrmeatetioa ead coatrole
(both local and renote) allow adoqwte
~onitoring of tbe auxiliary feedvater

SQN - Section Y-7

tege 7 of 13





ATTACHMENT 5

October l7< %75

0 Steam lyeta
leafy'riteriaVeriCCcatLea

tea Wo 1Na000
KR Pedi 1! A<7&le Ipeoi $700
SqpylLar Ak Ro 0000ah 1 - abbe she

Nr Aeeph Dorzyaott
raetLn ~zee Muolear Eaaggy IZsteae
Plrk Syeteae t4vtatca
P.O Saa 555
1Ctta~, PanaeylvaaLa 15350

Deaz Nr. Dorzyeotte

I'leaae fhuf attac'bed a copy ot your RCX-Sy-15 'Staaa !yet+a
Crfterka CbaplLance eut to us vitb your letter Pca-Xl)$ . wo fMw eeet
noet aII ol M Steaa Syetaa Critaria but not aI1. Pleaae reviev ouz zepliea
~n4 cessant cent tbe aooeptability o! our eya~

Vezy truly yours>

. V. aKXS
Chief Hochallioal C PDclear Ehgioeer

fJDaly/~
Lttachceat
co) TLIe 10.25

Xu4e1Xare/it, SF

Sge R.K'avarty





ATTACHHEHT 6

'

'is

Rte Oo To
Eall'hieflfechanfcal Engfneeg

PACIFIC CAS AND ELECTRIC COMP
Tl Stale Street
San Francf scos Ck OilOC

uaso aNON
eat fl B &R

QOrf tnal
File:

~op@ For1

File 1 IS

PYS

Q SEC

K -~~~ 8-1th Cary;ra5oa tera Syctaa! tÃhywe~
QS~hmk$ 8%$

ense
PIN 2%2
re-Zi-PCS-$ $7

NoOo PfS $00

Rett PCS Pro5eat Letter Io. 1%$0

PACIFIC GAS ~ H.ECTRIC ~ANT
IuCLXAR ate, DIABLO Cumm SITE

VIITS NJHbER 1 A2D 2
I Steaa S stens Criteria C Ifance

We have tevieved the subject docunent attached to the reference letter vith
folloving ccnmmtar

Il. Itens A.l.d,'A.2.k and C.l.f are not responded in ths docuaent
Please send 'further infornatfon for these open iteas @hen they
ate avaflablei

2. Itea F.l.b requires a verfffcatfcn to the plant coapressed afr
aystea electric pover supply to ensure that it can be aanuallg.
loaded on the eaergency @omar supply (Diesala) during statfoa
blackfoot.

Itca S.l.b fndfcatea that the systea design does not seat V
'riterfa; please refet to W SSDE Section V 7 ~ P4ge 3 of 13 for
further consideratfon of the systea destgn.

Vary truly

yoursel

CTL/dja

cc! D. V. Kelly 6L
J, A. Hughes lL
R. L. Sellers., ll APPROVED l

C. T. Liaag, Engin
Fluid Systens Desi

J. W. Dorrycott> Nasser
Pacffic Cas and Electric Project





ATYACHMENT 7
~ AI

%Vesitnghotjse lh'aier Reactor
Bectrlc Corporattnn Divlslons

PGE-5389

Huchaope!at's-ginxion

Box ass
PNCIUtfbPNÃx1trsia 1 5/39

J. V. Rocca
Chief Mechanfca'1 Engfneer
Pacific Gas 4 Electr fc Company
c/o Bechtel Power Corporation
Diablo Canyon Prospect
45 Fremont Street,, 10th Floor, Robm 0~8
San Francfsco, CA 94602

August 3, 1983

Ref':I W ltr. PGE-2235
2 PGE Itr. 1630

„ 3 W ltr,. PGE-2622

Attention: J. J. McCracken

PACIFIC GAS ANO ELECTRIC COMPANY
NUCLEAR PLANT, DIAHLO CANYON UNIT I and 2

Steam Generator Blowdown Isolation Oesf n Crfterfa

Dear Mr. Rocca:

As requested by a telephone discussion, this letter is to summarize the
documentation of the Westinghouse design criteria and PGKE implementation for
Dfablo Canyon steam generator b1owdown isolation
The design criteria for steam generator blowdown isolation is speciffed in the
Westinghouse "Steam Systems Design Manual". The scope of desfgn for this areafs the responsibility of the customer/AE. Westinghouse, in our Functional
Diagrams, fdentfffes a preferred (by Westinghouse method of implementing thiscriteria.

In order to verify implementation of this Westinghouse criteria and other
steam systems criteria, Westinghouse in reference I) forwarded "Steam Systems.
Criteria Compliance", SSE-SF-15 to PGEE. The verification sectfons of
SSE-SF-15 were completed by PGKE. In par tfcu1ar, PGSE verfffed complfance
with the Vestfnghouse steam generator bfowdown isolation criteria in item.

2ofa The completed SSK™SF-I5 was forwarded to Westfnghouse $n reference
2). Westinghouse documented fts review of the completed SSE-SF-15 fn
reference 3). In particular, Westinghouse had three comments (later resolved)
fn reference 3), none of which related to steam generator blowdown isolation.
Therefore, Westinghouse concurred that the PGKE )mplementatfo
Westfnghouse steam generator blowdown fsolatfon criteria.

>ECE!!!Eg 'j ..~(~ ~~i'Q fp,





.ATTACHMENT 8

PGE-5452

Nestfaghouss
Bectrfc Eotparsthm

Safer Reactnr
Dlvhtons

I0ahaQgersttons Oe3tOn

8+355
teary nb ng0

J. Y. Rocca
Chief mechanical Engineer
Packf fc Gas 5 E'fectr)c Company
c/a Bechtel Power Cotporat fan
Diablo Canyon Prospect
45 Fremont Street, 10th F1oor, Room D28
San Francisco, CA 94602

September 6, lg83

Ref: PCK-5309

Attention: J. J. HcCracken

PACIFIC GAS AHD ELECTRIC COIIPAHY
HUCLKN PLAHT, DIABLO CAHYOH UH)TS 1 and 2

Steam Generator Bloxdown Iso1ation

Dear Hr, Rocca:

The referenced 1etter described the documentation of the westinghouse design
cr fter$ a and the related Pac)ffc Gas 5 Electric (PGAE) implementation fo>
Dfablo Canyon steam jenerator blowdttxn isolation, To provide further
clar'iffcat<on, the Iiestfnghouse critarfon for stettm generator blorrrdoxn
isolatfun is "The bloxdown <solatfon valves are closed autnmatfcaIIy by one of
the"e signals: a s tgnal from the rod]at fon ttton1tor, a contafnment fsolatfon
signal and an fnitiating start sfgna'i of the auxf1 fary feedxatcr system" (Steam
Systems Desfgn Hanual IfCAP 7451p February, 1970). The Iiestinghouse cr$ terfon
does not regula e redundancy. The PGSE desfgn for Diablo Canyon steam

nerator bTowdown isolatfon, a shown fn Figure 7,3-47 of the Drab Io Canyon
SAR meets thfs criterion,

Yery truiy yours,

IiKSTIHGHOUSE ELEl:TRIG CORPOHATI OH

JH/rcc/2979 D

John C, Hoebe1, Ihnager
Pacific Gas and Klactrfc Pr»,feet

cc: 8, Y, Rocca tL
J. E. Hurphy (Ii San Franc)sco Offfce) 1L
0. B. Hoch 1L
S. S. Lew 1L





ENCIDSURE 2

Attachment 4

MBQQNICAL IPMENT AND SUPPORTS

Qualification of i nt

A. REFERENCE

Mechanical Equipment and Supports
SER Section 3.4.1.1, p. C.3-59

B. POT/ÃPIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'However, Table 2.3.1-1 of the DCP Phase I Final Report shows that
the following equipment is not qualified for the nozzle loads:

(1) Boric acid tank
(2) C(R heat exchanger
(3) CCR pump lube oil cooler
(4) Diesel generator
(5) Diesel transfer filter
(6) Waste gas

compressor'.

DCP 'RESPONSE

, We above canponents are qualified for the nozzle loads except for
the boric acid tank and diesel generators which are currently being
reviewed to determine the acceptability of current nozzle loads.

Ke Project is scheduled to ccmplete all equipment modifications and
qualify all equipment for final nozzle loads and seismic spectra by
October 7, 1983.

4174a





ENCEDKEE 2

Attachment 5

INTACT SGUJCZURE

Verif slab modifications in the intake structure

A. REFERENCE

Intake Structure
SER Section 3.2.6.3, p. C.3-2&

B. POZEHZIAL UNSOLVED ITEM

'No significant slam pressures were noted from these tests on either
the curtain wall or the floer of the pump coapartment, provided that
the top deck slab was modified. The slab was modified by,providing a
nonstructural fillet between the front curtain wall and the underside
of the top slab and modifying the forebay access manhole to prevent
air leakage. ~se mdifications will be verified by the

IDVP.'.

DCP RESPONSE

We modifications to the deck slab and the access manholes are
complete for Units 1 and 2. A field examination of the modifications
was performed by Engineering. General Construction has inspected the
modifications and is preparing as-built documentation in accordance
with Project procedures.

4174a
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 6

SYSTB4 DESIGN PRESS TEMPER!1URE
l
AND DIFFERENTIAL HKSSURE ACMIC

POWERWPKQZED VALVES

Modifications

Ao REFERENCE

System Design Pressure/Temperature and Differential Pressure, Across
Power~rated Valves
SER Section 4.3.2, p. C.4-26

B. POZENTIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'PGandE is to ccmplete modifications to systems. We staff will
confirm that any modifications required in safety-related systems to
satisfy pressure/temperature rating and powermperated valve
operability under proper differential pressure conditions are

implemented.'.

DCP RESPONSE

Eleven modifications to safety-related systems are required to
satisfy pressure-temperature rating and power~rated valve
operability under differential pressure conditions. Of these eleven
modifications, five are completed. Four rmre will be carpleted by
September 23, 1983. One, concerning the auxiliary feedwater pump
drive turbine overspeed trip setting, cannot be ccapleted until steam's

available during startup testing. The final modification concerns
replacing operator gearing for FCV-37 and -38. the delivery date for
the new gear sets is not known at this time.

4174a
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 7

Jet i i event effects

A. REPERENCE

Jet Inpingenent Effects
SER Section 4.3.5.3> ~. C.4-29

B. POTENTIAL UNRESOLVED ITBI

The staff finds that the DCP has not as yet demonstrated, nor has
the IDVP verified, that possible jet iapingement loads were
considered in the design and qualification of safety-related piping
and equipment inside containment. This is, therefore, considered an
open safety issue whose resolution will be reported in a supplementto the SER. The staff, therefore, considers the DCP and IDVP efforts
reported so far, acceptable only for meeting the requirements forfuel load

authorization.'.

DCP RESPONSE

The DCP Response provides a discussion of the treahnent of jet
inpingement and other pipe break dynamic effects in the Diablo Canyonplant design. Provided will be a discussion and explanation of the
FSAR commitment as well as a discussion of those aspects of the plant
design which provide protection against the potential effects of jet
impingement. The specific areas include layout separation, pipe whiprestraint design, concrete structure design, piping system quality
considerations, and seismic design.

As discussed in Section 3.6 of the FSAR, separation, restraints, and
the inherent barrier effect of containment structures were utilized
in accounting for the dynamic effects, especially pipe whip, of
postulated pipe breaks inside containment. However, the application
of this methodology since 1970 did not, in all cases, lend itself to
trackable, checkable criteria and implementation documentation, nor
were they required. This resulted in a finding by Roger F. Reedy
(EOI 7002) and, in response, the initiation by the Project of a
rigorous analysis prograr~. 'Ihis program significantly exceeded FSAR
and other licensing requirements for jet impingenant considerations
and was intended to verify and document compliance with these FSAR
coprnitments on the treataomt of design-basis, high-energy line breaks
"inside containment.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued

The criteria of this verification program exceeded the requirements
of the FSAR as a result of a Project decision to use selected current
NRC/industry guidelines on pipe break as screening criteria. This
decision was based upon guidel,ines which were readily available and
familiar to the people involved, thereby minimizing the need for
extensive retraining. These criteria are set forth in DCH M-65, 'Jet
Impingement Analysis Criteria for Inside Oontainment,'nd the
resulting findings have been docenented in accordance with MEP-l,
'Engineering procedure for the Analysis of Jet Impingement Effects
Inside Containment.'hese results have shown that the plant design
fulfillsthe coamitment made in the .FSAR and generally satisfies the
more recent requirements.

1 ~ 0 FSAR CCHMIXHENT ON JET IMPINGEMENT

The ccemitment made in the FSAR is primarily concerned with pipe
whip and jet thrust reaction forces and limits the consideration
of jet inpingeaant effects other than by layout to only
'containment internal structures" as defined in FSAR Section
3.8. This is consistent with contemporary Westinghouse guidance
as set forth in the 1970 version of SS1 ~ 19g which, in Section
3.7, silly states:

'The discharge of reactor coolant from a reactor coolant
pipe rupture is accompanied by jet forces and
pressurization associated with expansion of the steam-water
mixture. The containment, containment systems, and
engineered safeguards are provided to limit the consequence
of such a rupture and must not be jeopardized by structural
failures induced by these consequential jet and pressure
loadings. This is assured by designing the walls and roof
of the reactor compartments to withstand the resultant
forces, thereby preventing their collapse and damage to the
above mentioned essential systems."

This commitment is also consistent with the position taken by
other plants built in the same period as Diablo Canyon and is
supported by a number of statements made throughout FSAR Section
3.6. Section 3.6.1, in discussing the general criteria for
piping inside containment, specifically states that the 'fluid
discharge from ruptured piping (will) produce reaction and
thrust forces in the piping systems.'hese are the only
'consequential effects of the pipe break itself'hich are
stated to 'have been considered in assuring that the general
criteria and perfonnance of engineered safety systems are

satisfied.'174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued)

Similarly, the discussion, in PSAR Section 3.6.2, of the
specific criteria applied when considering breaks in the primary
reactor coolant loop piping generally limits itself to the
manner in which these blowdown reaction forces have been
accounted for in the analysis of the RCS piping, supports, and
restraints. 'Ibis is the only dynamic pipe break effect
mentioned in the discussion of reactor coolant pressure boundary
integrity in PSAR Section 5.2.1. Pipe whip is briefly mentioned
in Section 3.6.2, but only as it affects equipment support
structures. ~s is addressed simply by stating that the
protection of these structures is accceplished by separation of
equipment and piping, or by providing pipe restraints to prevent
the formation of a plastic hinge mechanism.... Small pipes
are assumed to cause no significant damage to equipment
supports. The pSAR has no requirement that jet impingement as
a result of a 'oop break be considered in the design or analysis
of the supports, restraints, or attached piping.

However, that such a 'jet dynamic force will result from any of
the'eactor coolant system pipe breaks postulated has been
noted in Section 3.6.2, but it goes on to state that 'structural
barriers and physical separation by plant layout have been used
in the design to limit the effects of iapingement. Where
necessary, the jet forces resulting from the pipe break . . . on
structures are calculated . . . (and) were considered in the
structural design." &is is consistent with the discussion of
PSAR Section 3.8 as it applies to containment internal
structures only. We design loads and loading canbinations
given for these specifically-defined structures explicitly
include jet loads; such loads are, however, not included among

those to be considered for the exterior shell and base slab.

For other piping inside containment, Section 3.6.3 specifically
states in the opening sentence that the 'containment and all
essential equipment within the containment . . . have been
protected against the effects of pipe whip resulting from
postulated rupture of piping. %his is the only resultant
effect considered for such breaks, and phrases such as 'large
piping must be restrained so that . . .,'in the unlikely event
that one of the small pressurized lines should fail . . ., the
piping is restrained or arranged to meet the following
=requirements . . .', 'restraint(s) on the lines are necessary in

. order to prevent impact on and subsequent damage to the
neighboring equipment or piping', and 'where the requirements as

'utlined above cannot be satisfied by judicious routing of the
piping, pipe whip restraints are designed and located as
outlined below . . ." appear throughout this section. There is
no indication that the protection of other piping systems from
jet impingement is required. She statement 'blowdown forces and

4174a





C. DCP RESPONSE continued)

jet impingement forces due to the postulated piping breaks on
lines in the containment (other than the reactor coolant loops)
were calculated fran. the formula PB 1.26 PoA,'imply
provides the thrust force from those lines postulated to break.

The only other reference to jet inpingement occurs in PSAR
Section 8.3.1.4.10.3, which states:

'The protection of Class lE equipnent and cables fran pipe
whip and jet impingement has been studied (see Section
3.6A). All Class lE cables and equipment are protected
from damage caused by these

hazards.'lthough

Section 3.6A is only applicable outside containment,
the results of the recent jet impingement analysis indicate that-
the intent of this statement is also met inside the containment,
based on the original scope and plant operating scheme.

2.0 DESIGN BASIS AT DIABID CANYON

''Ihe following subsections provide information on the design
bases utilized at the Diablo Canyon plant.

2.1 La out Se ration

As stated i'n PSAR Section 3.6.2 (p.3.6-10), jet dynamic
forces will result from the postulated pipe breaks.
Structural barriers and physical separation by plant layout
have been used in the design to limit the effects of jet
impingement. Por example, the crane wall, operating floor/
and refueling cavity walls serve as barriers between the
reactor coolant loops and the containment liner. 'Ihe
primary means of providing separation is to locate each of
the four reactor coolant loops in four distinct quadrants
projecting from the biological shield. %he piping and
components associated with each loop are then arranged in a
compact manner which results in a physical separation
between loops. Where the loops converge into the reactor
vessel and separation is at a minimum, the reactor shield
wall provides a barrier. Engineered safety feature system
components are located outside the crane wall, with
emergency core cooling system piping only penetrating the
crane wall in the vicinity of the loop to which they are
attached.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE . continued

As part of the Diablo Canyon design/layout process, when
piping drawings were revised and reissued for construction,
a mechanical and an electrical engineer who were cognizant
of the separation criteria and affected plant systems were
required to review and provide their concurrence with the
physical layout. %his review and concurrence was in
addition to the various engineering discipline reviews.
Furtheamre, small pipe and instrumentation tubing routing
was included in this review because these were routed by
the Hane Office engineering force rather than field
routed. By utilizing this review process, critical systems
(pipes, conduit, instruments) are separated from
high-energy systems to the extent practical.

She recent plant assessment using DCM M-65 has shown that
the layout of coaponents within the containment conforms
with this separation philosophy applied during the
design/layout/construction of Diablo Canyon.

2.2 Pi Whi Restraint Desi n

In addition to the physical separation philosophy used in
the layout of Diablo Canyon, pipe restraints were added on
high energy lines in order to prevent impact on and
subsequent damage to neighboring equipment or piping
required to mitigate the effects of the subject pipe
break. We restraint type and spacing were chosen in such
-a manner that unrestrained motion will not occur. Not only
do these restraints limit the motion but also limit the
fluid discharge zone of influence to a localized area near
the break. Pipe whip restraints are located in high-energy
piping systems more than 1 inch in diameter that were
originally intended for other than intermittent service
where the formation of a plastic hinge would endanger a
structure, system, or component vital to safety.

For all high-energy lines larger than 4 inches, the break
locations were postulated at all fittings. A walkdown was
performed to determine restraint locations to ensure that
all FSAR comnitments were met. For smaller pipes, because
of the lower thrust force and the limited impact zone~ the
restraints"are located for specific reasons, e.g., valve
operability.
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

Due to the conservatively located. pipe whip restraint and
the stiffness of the restraint itself, the pipe mvementwill be limited and the jet effects will be aunhnized and
localized.

9hese pipe whip restraints, designed by pGMM, have had
their gaps verified by field hot functional test (with the
exception of gaps in the feedwater. lines, which have yet to
be verified) and have been reverified by DCP as part of the
ZOVP program.

To account for the effects of pipe break on the reactor,
coolant loop/support system, a dynamic analysis was
performed. We internal blowdown forces caused by the
rupture of a primary loop pipe were canbined with seismic
and other loading as described in FSAR Section 5.2.
Although the possibility of a main coolant loop failure was
extremely lao, pipe whip restraints were added to the loop
to assure that, even in the case of a doubleended
guillotine break, the pipe could not separate any
significant distance. Mesc pipe whip restraints
substantially limit the energy release rate from the break
and assure that the loads resulting from the loop breakswill be minimized.

2.3 Concrete Structures

Jet impingement loads were considered in the original
concrete structure design inside containment. Concrete
structures that may potentially be affected by jet
iapingement were evaluated for these loads. Xhese
structures include the reactor canpartment wall, main steam
pipe chase wall, and regenerative heat exchanger
ccepartment. Consistent with the FSAR cawnitment of
Section 3.8, the containment wall is not explicitly
evaluated for the local jet iapingement load, but is
evaluated using the peak uniform internal containment
pressure load from reactor coolant pipe break.

Due to the limited pipe break separation, the thickness of
the crane wall, and the relatively long distance to the
crane wall from the pipe break, the direct jet force on the
crane wall is small and no formal calculation of jet
effects was judged to be required. Our current analyses
support this, as they show that, even if these jet
iapingement forces were considered, the concrete structural
integrity will not be impaired. &is further validates the
original Diablo Canyon design.
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued.)

2.4 Pi i stem alit
The evaluation of the effects of pipe break at the Diablo
Canyon plant is predicated upon the occurrence of a break
in a high energy line. However, much work has been
performed to demonstrate that, such failures are highly
unlikely. This piping is of a high quality, and work on
the reactor coolant, loop to demonstrate the unlikelihood of
failure has been done specifically for Diablo Canyon. This
work is sumerized in Section 5.2 of the PSAR. On a
generic basis, presentations have been made to the NRC and
the ACRS proposing that, for the reactor coolant system

'RCS),consideration of breaks be eliminated for structural
considerations. These proposals have been based on
fracture mechanics studies which conclude that cracking
will lead to detectable leaks before any break occurs.
~se proposals have been favorably received by both the
NRC and ACRS. The NRC is presently in the process of
revising its position on RCS pipe break as delineated in
Standard Review Plan Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and
Regulatory Guide 1.46.

Application of the revised NRC position may also be
extended to the other high-energy lines inside
containment. This piping has been fabricated fran
high-strain capability materials which are similar in
character to the reactor coolant loop material. These
piping systems were then inspected, hydro-tested, and
accepted for service using rigorous and detailed
procedures. The seismic design of these piping systems has
been thorough and analysis has demonstrated that failure of
the piping will not occur in the case of an earthquake.

Thus, the quality and material properties of the piping,
the extent of inspection, and the inherent margin
introduced by design and analysis lead to the conclusion
that postulated ruptures have a very low probability of
occurrence.
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

2.5 Seismic Desi of Pi i and stems

The ability of a piping system to withstand off-normal
loads is dependent upon its design. Diablo Canyon piping
systems are designed for seismic loads fran the DE, DDE,
and Hosgri event and have been repeatedly analyzed for
these loadings. These design requirements have increased
the inherent capability of the piping systems to withstand
other off-normal events to several times greater than other
'non-Rest Coast'lants. Thus, while jet irrpingeaent loads
.are not explicitly included in the piping system des'.gn,
the seismic design of piping systems to the levels
determined to be appropriate for the plant site provides
inherent conservatism and has increased the piping
capability to withstand jet effects from postulated pipe
breaks.

3. 0 SUMIQiK

The Project has conducted an exhaustive analysis of the effects
of jet irrpingement inside containment utilizing screening
criteria based upon current NRC/industry guidelines. However,
these criteria significantly exceed the PSAR commi~nt on pipe
break dynamic effects, which generally limits itself to
consideration of blowdown reactive forces and pipe whip. Jet
impingement is only considered as it affects containment
internal structures as defined in PSAR Section 3.8.
Nonetheless, the recent verification analysis has shown that the
design not only corrplies with the PSAR comnitment, but'lso
generally satisfies current criteria. In those instances where
it does not, other aspects of the plant design, have increased
its inherent capability to withstand or serve to limit the
effects of other off-normal events not explicitly included in
the analysis. However, a design-basis pipe break has been shown
to be an extremely low'-probability event. The NRC is currently
revising its position to eliminate consideration of breaks for
RCS piping based on the low probability of the event and the
undesirability of additional structures and barriers that
adversely affect'aintenance and inspection. The application of
this revised position is expected to be extended to other
high-energy piping systems inside containment. Thus, the older
Diablo Canyon criteria is consistent with current trends in the
industry in the area of jet impingement effects.
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C. DCP IKSPONSE continued

(2) 5he annulus steel is a structure specifically designed to
support piping. The stiffness requirements for pipe support
structures for the DDE analysis as well as the Hosgri analysisis clearly defined in the PSAR and Hosgri Reports as 20 Hz.

This agreed upon criteria, i.e., being considered rigid by having a
fundamental frequency greater than 20 Hz, is entirely reasonable and
appropriate for the safety evaluation of the supported systems and
exponents for the following reasons:

o Dominant modes of piping and raceways generally have frequenciesin the 5 to 15 Hz range. These modes are dominant for either or
both of the following reasons. Pirst, the highest anplification
in the horizontal floor response spectra occurs in this range.
Second, the participation factor of the modes in the 5 to 15 Hz
range are normally higher than those of the higher mode8. In
the rases where modes with frequencies greater than 15 Hz have
larger participation factors than those of lower modes, the
system is quite stiff which results in considerable inherent
structural capacity.

o We strain associated with modes having frequencies higher than
20 Hz is quite small. Por exanple, the natural frequency of a
single mass oscillator is f ~ 3.13/ID, where D is the static
deflection in inches of the mass subjected to a 1,0 g loading
and f is in cycles per second. The deflection of a 20 Hz
oscillator to a 1.0 g load is 0.0245 inches, which for the span
and size of piping and raceways considered results is a small
strain. A conservative estimate of the acceleration from a
coupled analysis of the annulus steel and the piping or raceway
for modes having a frequency greater than 20 Hz is 3.0 g. 'Ihe
deflection associated with a 20 Hz mode experiencing 3.0 g would
be approximately 0.064 inches. Such a deflection could not
cause serious problems for raceways or piping and these are the
items supported by the annulus steel.

o Por conduits or piping where the modes having frequencies
greater than 20 Hz are canbined with lower modes, the effects
are canbined by the SRSS. This tends to reduce the significance
of a nondominant mode. If, for example, there is one dominant
mode below 20 Hz which produces a stress of 20 ksi and a mode
above 20 Hz which produces a stress of 5 ksi, the combined
stress is 20.6 ksi. Further, if there are four modes be1ow 20
Hz and all are producing 5 ksi individually, the combined
stress,.excluding the higher mode~ would be 10 ksi. The
combined stress, including the higher mode, would be 11.2 ksi.
This indicates the increase in stress due to inclusion of the
higher rides causes only a small increase in the combined
seismic stress.
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

o Piping supports for Diablo Canyon have a stiffness of 20 Hz
which results in a certain amount of toughness above that of
supports designed on the basis of strength only. A number of
plants designed in the late 60's and early 70's did not have any
specific stiffness requirement for pipe supports. Thus, the
design of Diablo Canyon's pipe supports is already care
conservative than typical industry practice for this vintage
plant.

o She piping and raceway analysis is based on an uncoupled linear
elastic analysis. Tests have derenstrated behavior to be
nonlinear and designs based on linear analysis with traditional
low danping values to be quite conservative. Por piping, if the
actual behavior of the suPports are taken into considera5ion, it
is apparent that the linear elastic analysis is a conservative
idealization of the actual behavior. The actual gaps that exist
at some supports are neglected. This results in more of the
actual building motion being transmitted to the pipe than
actually takes place. In reality, the pipe will tend to have
relative movement between the pipe and supports where the gaps
exist, which tends to reduce the input motion into the piping
system and also tends to prevent a resonant condition from
developing. In addition, some supports allow sliding to take
place between the support and the pipe. We frictional behavior
is also neglected, which, if included, would tend to reduce
resonant conditions. We uncoupled analysis using response
spectra as input has been recognized as a conservative approach
when the weight of the supported items is above a few percent of
the supporting structure. In the case of the piping and raceway
systems, the percentage is high, relative to the annulus steel.
Therefore some unquantified margin exists.

When the Hosgri criteria were developed from many and lengthy
discussions between the NRC Staff, pGandE and its respective,
consultants, the above considerations, and perhaps others not
explicitly rentioned, influenced the collective engineering
judgment. Engineering judgment is, in fact, necessary in such a
process due to the nature of seismic design. Based on all of the
considerations outlined above, it is concluded that the 20 Hz
criteria for definitions of rigid range for the horizontal response
of the annulus structure is a reasonable and appropriate basis for
evaluation of the piping, systems, and components supported by the
annulus steel.
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ENCLOSE 2

Attachment 2

LARGE BORE PIPING AND SUPPORTS

Buckli criteria IOVP action

A. REFERENCE

Targe Bore Piping and Supports
SER Section 3.3.1.4, p. C.3-48

B. POTlWZIAL UK%SOLVED ITEM

"Ihe IDVP should evaluate and justify the buckling criteria specified
for linear supports, specifically the rise of the Euler, bucKling
equation for calculating the critical buckling load for all
slenderness

ratios.'.

DCP RESPONSE

. The Project offers the following clarification of buckling criteria
used for linear type sorts.
Supplementary steel used in Diablo Canyon pipe supports has been
designed to satisfy the requirements of the AISC Manual of Steel
Construction, 7th Edition for the normal and DE load cases. For the
DDE and Hosgri load cases, a 1/3 increase is permitted over normal
allowables.

For columns with a slenderness ratio (Kl/r) less than C (column
slenderness ratio separating elastic and inelastic buckling

9221r E/g ), the AISC assumes failuue by inelastic buckling and
limits Zie allowable stress to a value less than the value that would
be permitted by factoring (2/3) the Euler formula.

By using AISC as a basis for design and review of pipe support
supplementary steel, the Project has accounted for effects that may
cause failure of columns at stress levels below the value predicted
by the Euler formula. This approach is consistent with industry
practice.
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ENCIDSURE 2

Attachment 3

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONIROLS DESIGN *

EOI 8047 - acce abilit of si le rela to isolate steam enerator blowdown

A. REFERENCE

Auxiliary Feedwater System
SER Section 4.2.3.1, p. C.4-12

B. POTEÃZIAL UKtESOLVED ITBl

'The staff...finds that the use of a single relay to isolate steam
generator blowdown on automatic initiation of the ASS is in conflict
with the design shown in FSAR Figure 7.2-1, Sheet 15. Further, the
redundancy, as shown by this figure, typical for all Westinghouse
plants, is consistent with the Westinghouse analysis noted above
which assumes that steam generator blowdown is terminated for those
events not associated with safety injection. The staff concludes
that the concern identified does represent a deviation from the
Westinghouse interface requirements to be implemented by the
balancemf-plant

design.'The

staff will pursue this concern with PGandE to obtain a
resolution of this matter."

C. DCP RESPONSE

The Staff indicates a concern about '... a deviation from the
Westinghouse interface requirenants to be iaplemented by the balance
of plant design'ith respect to the use of a single relay to isolate
steam generator blowdown on automatic initiation of the Auxiliary
Feedwater System (AVOWS). The specific issue is identified in the
FSAR. Figure 7.3-47 (Attachment 1) indicates that a single relay
(3AFHP) initiates steam generator blowdown isolation, while FSAR

Figure 7.2-1 (Attachment 2) indicates that redundant relays initiate
isolation.

4174a

The design criteria in the Westinghouse Steam System Design Manual ,
Rev. 0, Subsection V-8 (Attachment 3), singly requires that, upon
initiation of the AFWS, the blowdown valves will autanatically close;
redundant relays are not specified. Sm PmndE design fully conforms
to the design criteria, using a single relay (3AFHP) to meet the
requirement of automatic closure of the blowdown valves.
Additionally, the PGandE design has been reviewed on various
occasions by Westinghouse to ensure that the PGandE design conforms
to the criteria. Attachments 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 illustrate this review
process. Attachments 7 and 8 specifically document that Westinghouse
reviewed the PGandE design and concurred that the design with a
single relay meets their steam generator blowdown isolation criteria.
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued)

&is response provides documentation which demonstrates that the
concern identified by the NRC staff clearly does not, represent a
deviation from the Westinghouse interface requirements to be
iaplenented by the balance-of-plant design.

However, to close this issue in a timely manner, PGandE will install
a redundant relay for steam generator blowdown isolation on auxiliary
feedwater pump start as shown in FSAR Figure 7.2-1. FSAR Figure
7.3-47 will be updated to reflect the redundant relay.
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STEAM SYSTEMS DESIGN MANUAL

ATTACHMENT 3

Author 0, Q )"a~i.~ .Pa rt
Approved c~, f, /~~~ Date ~+A

SUBSECTION 8 - STEA."1 GENERATOR BLO'R)OWN AND SA~IPLE SYSTE:1

PURPOSE

The 'stean generator blowdown and sample system is. used in conjunction with
the chemical feed system to control the ciemical ccmposition of tie s earn
generator shell water within the specified limits (Section ~.l o. General
Design Criteria for Power Plant and Steam Systems Associated with I'uclear
Stean Supply Systems"). The blowdown discharge is normally flashed in an
atmosphere vented tark and the renaining 1'„u'd draired into the circulatir.g
water discharge. This corstitutes a potential release path tc the cnviror.-
ment even though three barriers exist be'twe r. the fission products and the
blowdown, and so a ...cans of monitoring anc control'irg the b'ow"o"i is an
integral feature of the system design.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIRE~tENTS

To fulfillthe two«fold monitor and control purpose, the system incl des
continuous radiological a:onitoring and chemical ana yzing, maiual sa-..pling,
and protective iso.ation valving. ~ The usual analy"ing devict:s consist of
conductivity cells and manual sample points for ea-h steam generator. These
are associated with the cortrol of tne indivicual s"earn gener"tor w"te" che-...—

istry. The monitor'ng function is provided by a radiat'on;.:onitor which
senses flow from all steam generators. If radioactivi:y is sensed, .a'l dis-
charge from this system is contained by closing tie various valves aic a
contro] room alarm is sounded since this is an indication that rac'oactive
material is present in the steam generator secondary side.

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The safety a pect mainly centers around the monitoring for radioot tivity in
the blowdown liquid. The monitor is to be in'operation, with all steam
generators being sampled, before any blowdown is performed.

I

The part of the system from the steam generators to thc isolation valves,
outside of the containment, comprises an extension of the s'c "m gererator
boundary. This portion of thc systet; therefore has a safety clossificatioi
since it is necessary to thc safe shutdown of the plant. Thu balance oi the
system, downstrcan oi the isolation valves, does no" have tliis higher clas-
sification since blowdown can bc discontinur d for an cmergcncy cooldown.
Thc blowdown and sump)e lines within the containmcnt require reactor cool.".it
system missile protection similar to thc Cccd,and stcim lines to avoid any
intcrcffuct. berween a loss of coolant accident and a stcam or fccdwatcr brc 'Ic.
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~ Section V-8 Poge 2 of 5 Dote p/pp

SYSTEM»l DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Figure V-34 shows a system design with one steam generator, although it is
typical for whatever nu.-.kcr exists. Additional steam generators would be

in parallel, all feeding samples throu h a corn-,on radiation monitor. In-
.dividual coolers, manual samples, and conductiv'ty reading would be used.

The isolation valve requirements on the lines penetrating the containrent
depend upon individual plant rcquirercnts; however, our intcrpzetation oi
the usual contair .cnt isolation is shown in Figure V-34, where the blow-
down and semble .15nes have. a manual and an automatic isolation valve it.-
mediately outsidy one contaxnmcnt.

These automatic valves're of a,fail clean ~im, are normallM aben, and
blnwdown is manually regulated wxtn ine valve J.ccated near'the ilasn tank,
aitnougu tnrougn control zuu- manual action the automatic valve can be used
to provide an on-ott blowaown operat on.roce with the regulation valve set
fOr a giVen r"te. The tanV. XS Veui~u ia tne atmOSbhere ana the liquid
drained to the discharge canal. A nor."..a.lv clcscd alternate route to the
waste disposal system is also shoaz. Lf issxon procuct release nto t'e
steam generators s seconcary sate werc to occur, this connection provides
the abiltiy to arain the steam generator contents after shutdown to en hie
corrective nain enance to be done. The biowdc:.n tank and lines do not
require special protect've radiological shielding.

The sample lines are shown taken off the blowdown lines s close to the
steam generator as practical and brought cut tl:rough separate containment
penetrations. This is considered necessarv ir. order to provide rep"esenta-
tive che. ical sarples and satisfactory zaa"oactivity control. For the
sa...c reasons, the sanple tubing size is expected to be sn"11 in order o

reduce lag tire. Contcir;...ent isolation valves are located in the lines
irmediatelg au~ca me containnenr. The sample xs coo>ca anc then nas three
paiai~ei paths; one xi availabLe tor manual sa;.."linc in the sa-.,» le hood and

sink ins'e tl.e nuclear'sample room, the secona, to a ccnductivitv cell out-
side the sample 'room, and the third 1oins me other steam acnczator scmnies
ana goes throu"h a radiation monxzor, 'inc terperature ana pressure lim ts
d'or the raaiatxon monitor are Lou a'nd 150 pounds pez square inch guage,
respectively, ard the fluid condition must be raintcined be''w these levels.
The constant flow from the conductivity cells and the radiatior. mcnitoz is
piped back to the blowdown tank.

A demineralized watez linc is shown for the purpose of flushing the radi tion
monitor. This will be useful in verifing nonitor signals and 'or sensor
calibration.

It should bc noted that there are four valves ocr steam generator, two

within thc containmcnr and the two x..z.cdiatcly outside. Lf the latter
require repair bc cause of leaks, a plant cooldown and draining of thc
stcam pcncrat.or i" rcquircd. 4'e recommend that high quality seal welded

bonnet valves bc specified for these locations, rather than rout'nc ficld-
pzocurrcd valves, in order to minimize the po sibility of this occurrerce.
These valves arc marked with an asterisk in Figurc V-34.
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Section V"8
I

Page, 3 of 5 Dote 2/70

COiKROL

Blovdow~ ra~e is under the operator's control using.the. u~>~ c near the
blowdcgn ta>k, although the isolation valves can be utilized from the
control room for on-oif blowdown control. The isolation valves on the blow-
down tank discharge are controlled by various automatic signals as well, as
shown in Figure V-35.

The bMsdmtr isolatiqn values are closed aut~icallz by one one of these
signals: a signal from t5e radiation monitor, a conta'~~ isolatian ..

sipnal, and an initi"ting start sigpal of the auxgliarv.leer.::p~g svstetL,

The samole isolation valve is automatically closed upon the radiation
monitor signal or by containment isolation. It has an addit'cnal feature,

'owever, the ability to obtain a manual sample folio»in" a raliation monitor
,alarm. This ability is desirable since that reans the responsible stean
generator can be definitely iden'tified. A manual switch s.-.c .. is for this
purpose. It would be located within the s"-..pie room end would override only.
the radiation signal. and would not interfere with cont"inment isolation.
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Nr. b, V Xellv
Chfaf mechanical Engtnaat
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Dear Ar. Kelly:
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO.B'AV(
NVCLEAR PLANT, DIABL> CA'.iYON SITE

LNITS NL"GER I A'ND 2
Criterfa Evaluation

Attached is the Steam Systems Criteria Compliance document vhfch is beine
submitted for your use and our information.

hasfcally, the tabulation states the latest criteria relating to the
secondary'lant

desian for the Vesttnqhause 'Nuclear Steam Supply System. The document
also references appltcable desfgn manuals Mhich you have in your possession.
The references explain the criteria in greater detail.

Me request that you check your nlant design vfth the crtterta listed for our
tnformattan. If your design meets the criteria, vo"Id vou nlease initial
vour verificatian. Our obgectfve ia to obtain a doc.ment for our information in
vhfch the column entitled "Veriffcatfon of Comoltance" ts cnmoleted and ve vfll
be able to hain you in this endeavor. For the equfpcent 1lestinghouse is supnlvfn.>
ve vill sign the verification calmant

The abf act of the exercise, u far as yaur olant is concerned, is to'use thta
data to dfscover any areas Mhfch could be potentfally troublesome and offer vnu
our help in trying to resolve these difficulties.
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Since thfe ie the ffrat faaue'e vould appreciate any comaents for improve-
ment. For convenience, vou may vfsh to insert this into your Steam Svstema
Design Nanual ~ If ve can be o! any help in clarification of criteria/ Mc
are available for further discussion. Mhan the document is completed please
focvard a copy for our uae and files.

Very truly yours,

C. Y Liang
Steam Syatens Eng c;rfne

QTP/d)
Attachment

APPROVED'F. X~
J. V. Dorry tt, 'fa a a.r
Paci(fc Cas and EIectrfc
Prospect

cc: D. V. Kelly - 6L, 5A
J ~ A. 'Hughes 1L
Ro Lo 'Helices 1L
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ATTACHMENT 5

October 11, 10'
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S.e.@as 3SS
tittahaugh> taaaeylvcaLe 15210

Daaz Xr. Dorryeotte

$'lease teed attached ~ copy ot your RR-P-15 - 'lena !yeti
Criteria Ooaplianoe eaat to us vith your latter pcs-22)$ . leo fied ve eeet
poet all of M Staaa syataa criteria but not all, Plaaaa reviet our repliaa
~ad cement ca the acceptability of our aye~

I

Very truly yoere,
~o Vo CKLf
Chief MechatLLoal C 8001aar EDgioeer

ZJbaly/~
L ttachaant
co) 1ile 10.2$

XWeliare/N,

M'ye 1,X, Sararty
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ATTACHNEHT 6

Its Do To Eally
Chief mechanical Engineer
PACIFIC Chg AND RLCTRIC COMP

77 leale Street
lan Francisco, CA %610f

Pile l.l3
QpvLQ~
QCECQ ~

Keeis~tvaA Bvet@ CofpÃ!500 ~ Sggfggg

uauo cNVOa
Unit gh 4 84

QO!'i Ena$

FI1e'oyy
Porc

l%fywa~
QS~~~%5
3/R7/N

NS 2CD

M ZI-PCE $$7

NoOo PCS $00

Re! I PCE Psogect Letter Io. 16>0

PACIFIC CAS AND H.ECTRIC ~ANT
WCLEAR PIAHT~ DIAELO CAhYOH SITE

OMITS NJHIKR 1 A?Q 2
Stash S steQLs Criteria C I%ance

Ve have reviewed the subJect docunent attached to the reference letter Wth
follaving ccnmcnte!

l. Itens A.l.d,'A.2.t and C.l.f are not responded in the document
Please send further inforaation for these open iteas shen they
are 4YlLQable

2. Iten F.l.b requires a verification to the plant coapressed air
systea electric pover supply to ensure that it csn be asnnally

~ loaded on the emergency poplar supply (Diesele) during station
bladcoot,

$ . Iten l.l.b indicatea that the systeo design does not aaet V
criteria; please refer to M SSDH Section V-l~ Page $ of 13 for
further consideration of the systea design,

CZL/dJ ~

ccrc D. V. Kelly 6L
J, A. Hughes 1L
R. L Hollers lL APPRNZD t

Fluid Systens Desi

Je Me Dorrycott ~ Rsnsger
Pacific Css and Electric ProJect
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~ A/

Sestlnahoose lh'arer Resctar
Bectrlc Corporation Dlvlslons

PGE-5389

luce ape! allan'!Hsi0n

Box AS

PesleghPavgma lsd

J V Rocca.,
Chief Nechanfcal Engfneei
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
c/o Bechtel Power Corporation
Diablo Canyon Prospect
45 Fremont Street, 10th Floor, Robm 02S
San Francisco, CA 94602

Attention: J. J. NcCracken

August 3, 1983

Ref:1 M ltr. PGE-2235
2 PGE ltr N30
3 H ltr,. PGE-2622

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

NUCLEAR PLANT, DIAHLO CANYON UNIT 1 and 2
Steam Generator Blowdown Isolation Desi n Criteria

Dear Nr.
Rocca.'s

requested by a telephone discussion, this letter is to summarize the
documentation of the Westinghouse design criteria and PG&E implementation for
Diablo Canyon steam generator blowdown fsolation.

The 'design criteria for steam generator blowdown isolation is speciffed in the
Westinghouse "Steam Systems Design Hanual". The scope of desfgn for this area
fs the responsibility of the customer/AE. Westinghouse, in our Functional
Diagrams, identifies a prefer ed (by Westinghouse) method of implementing this
criteria.

In order to verify implementation of th1s Westinghouse criteria and other
steam systems criteria, Westinghouse in reference 1) forwarded "Steam Systems.
Criteria Compliance" ~ SSE-SF-15 to PGEE. The verification sectfons of
SSE-SF-15 were completed by PG&E. In particular, PG&E verfffed compliance
with the Mestfnghouse steam generator blowdown isolation criteria in

item'.2.f.

The comp)eted SSE-SF-15 was forwarded to Westinghouse fn reference
2). Westinghouse documented its r'eview of the completed. SSE-SF-15 fn
reference 3J. In particular, Westinghouse had three comments (later resolved)
1n reference 3), none of which related to steam generator blowdown isolation.
Therefore, Westinghouse concurred that the PG&E implementatio
Me'stfnghouse steam generator blowdown fsolatfon crfterfa. '. i .

~~CEIVfg
~c~~i'~
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iVestloghause
Electric f'oyaratlon

Safer Rel,tof
Sfvlsloas

ATTACHMENT 8

) ~ ~

"~ Jp

PGE-5492

ggbadgsaeesOMsion

a)x 355
tfgQeg Pensybcnio )5230

J. V. Rocca
Chfef Kechanical Engineer
Pacffic Gas 5 E'lectrlc Compare
c/p Bechtel Power Corporation
Dfab1o Canyon Prospect
45 Fremont Street, 10th Floor, Room D28
San Francfsco, CA 94502

Attentfon: d. J. HcCracken

Septembet'~ 19B3

Ref: PCE-5389

Dear Hr, Rocca:

PACfFIC GAS Nib H.KCTRIC COHPAHY
HUCLEAR PLAHT, DIABLO CAHYOH UHITS'1 and 2

Steam Generator Blowdown Isolat ion

The referenced letter described the documentation of the Vestknghouse design ,

cr fter3a and the related Paciffc Uas 4 Electric (POTE) tmplementat')on for
Diablo Ca))yon steam generator bIoedown isolation, To provide further
c1arif feat)on, the Nestfnghouse crlterfon for steam generator blowdown
isolatfun is "The bluwdown isnlatfon valves are closed aL)tomat1cally by one of
the"e slgt)als: a signal from the rodfatlon monitor, a contafnment fsolation
skgna1 and an fnltlatlng start sfgnaT of the auxf iffy feedeater system" (Steam
Systems Oesfgn Hanual, NCAp 745'l, February, 1970}, The Nestfnghouse cr5terfon
does not require redundancy. The PGhE desfgn for Dlab1o Canyon steam

nerator bfowdoe is))latfon, a" shown fn Figure 7,3-47 of the Diablo Canyon
SAR )Neets thfs criterion,

Very truly yours,

NEST lHGHOUSE ELECTRX" CORPORA/IOH

John C. Hoebel, Ranager
Paclf fc Gas and Klectrfc Pro,feet

DH/rcc/Z9790

cc: J, V, Rocca fL
J. E. Hbryhy (k San Francisco Offfce) 1L
J, B. Hoch 1L
8, S. Lew 1L
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ENCIDSURE 2

Attachment 4

MECfQNICAL IPMENT AND SUPPORTS

lification of i nt

A. REFERENCE

Mechanical ~ipment and Sorts
SER Section 3.4.1.1, p. C.3-59

B. POTENTIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'However, Table 2.3.1-1 of the DCp phase I pinal Report shows that
the following equipment is not qualified for the nozzle loads:

(1) Boric acid tank
(2) C(Ã heat exchanger
(3) CCÃ pump lube oil cooler
(4) Diesel generator
(5) Diesel transfer filter
(6) Waste gas

compressor'.

DCP RESPONSE

the above canponents are qualified for the nozzle loads except for
the boric acid tank and diesel generators which are currently being
reviewed to determine the acceptability of current nozzle loads.

'Ihe Project is scheduled to conplete all equipment modifications and
qualify all equipment for final nozzle loads and seismic spectra by
October 7, 1983.

4174a
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ENCIDSKK 2

Attachment 5

INTAKE STRUCTURE

Verif slab modifications in the intake structure

A. REFHKNCE

Intake Structure
SER Section 3.2.6.3, p. C.3-28

B. POTENTIAL UNRESOLVED IT&i

'No significant slam pressures were noted from these tests on either
the curtain wall or the floor of the pump ccepartment, provided that
the tap deck slab was modified. The slab was modified by providing a
nonstructural fillet between the front curtain wall and the underside
of the top slab and modifying the forebay access manhole to prevent
air leakage. 'Xhese modifications will be verified by the IDVP."

C. DCP RESPONSE

We modifications to the deck slab and.the access manholes are
complete for Units 1 and 2. A field examination of the modifications
was performed by Engineering. General Construction has i~ted the
mxlifications and is preparing as-built documentation in accordance
with Project procedures.

4174a





ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 6

SYSTEM DESIGN PRESS TKMPEVZORE

AND DIFFERENTIAL PR1HSKK ACROSS

POWERWPERATED VALVES

Rdifications

A. REFKKNCE

System Design Pressure/Temperature and Differential Pressure Across
Power~rated Valves
SER Section 4.3.2, p. C.4-26

B. POZEPZIAL UNRESOLVED ITEM

'PGandE is to complete modifications to systems. We staff will
confirm that any modifications required in safety-related systems to
satisfy pressure/temperature rating and power-operated valve
operability under proper differential pressure conditions are

implemented.'.

DCP RESPONSE

Eleven modifications to safety-related systems are required to
satisfy pressure-temperature rating and power-operated valve
operability under differential pressure conditions. Of these eleven
modifications, five are completed. Four more will be cmpleted by
September 23, 1983. One, concerning the auxiliary feedwater pump
drive turbine overspeed trip setting, cannot be caapleted until steam
is available during startup testing. The final modification concerns
replacing operator gearing for FCV-37 and -38. We delivery date for
the new gear sets is not known at this time.

4174a
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ENCLOSURE 2

Attachment 7

JET IMPINGEMENT EFFEC1S

Jet i i em nt effects

A. REFERENCE

Jet Inpingeaant Effects
SER Section 4.3.5.3, ~. C.4-29

B. POZENZIAL UNRESOLVED ITB4

~e staff finds that the DCP has not as yet demonstrated, nor has
the IDVP verified, that possible jet inpingement loads were
considered in the design and qualification of safety-related piping
and equipment inside contairment. ~is is, therefore, considered an
open safety issue whose resolution will be reported in a supplement
to the SER. Dhe staff, therefore, considers the DCP and IDVP efforts
reported so far, acceptable only for meeting the requirements for
fuel load

authorization.'.

DCP RESPONSE

We DCP Response provides a discussion of the trea~nt of jet
iapingement and other pipe break dynamic effects in the Diablo Canyon
plant design. provided will be a discussion and explanation of the
FSAR commitment as well as a discussion of those aspects of the plant
design which provide protection against the potential effects of jet
impingement. We specific areas include layout separation, pipe whip
restraint design, concrete structure design, piping system quality
considerations, and seismic design.

As discussed in Section 3.6 of the FSAR, separation, restraints, and
the inherent barrier effect of containment structures were utilized
in accounting for the dynamic effects, especially pipe whip, of
postulated pipe breaks inside containment. However, the application
of this methodology since 1970 did not, in all cases, lend itself to
trackable, checkable criteria and implementation documentation, nor
were they required. This resulted in a finding by Roger F. Reedy
(EOI 7002) and, in response, the initiation by the Project of

a'igorousanalysis program. 'Juris program significantly exceeded FSAR
and other licensing requirements for jet impingeaent considerations
and was intended to verify and document compliance with these FSAR
cormutments on the treatment of design-basis, high-energy line breaks
inside containment.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued)

Ghe criteria of this verification program exceeded the requirements
of the FSAR as a result of a Project decision to use selected current
NRC/industry guidelines on pipe break as screening criteria. This
decision was based upon guidelines which were readily available and
familiar to the people involved, thereby minimizing the need for
extensive retraining. ~se criteria are set forth in DQl M-65, 'Jet
Impingement Analysis Criteria for Inside Qontairment,'nd the
resulting findings have been documented in accordance with MEP-l,
'Engineering Procedure for the Analysis of Jet Impingement Effects
Inside Containment.'ise results have shown that the plant design
fulfillsthe emnitment made in the FSAR and generally satisfies the
more recent requireaants.

1 ~ 0 FSAR CCNMI'INST ON JET IMPINGEMEPi'.

Cate comnitment made in the PSAR is primarily concerned with pipe
whip and jet thrust reaction forces and limits the consideration
of jet iapingeaent effects other than by layout to only
'containment internal structures as defined in FSAR Section
3.8. Wis is consistent with contemporary Westinghouse guidance
as set forth in the 1970 version of SS1.19, which, in Section
3.7, simply states:

'The discharge of reactor coolant from a reactor coolant
pipe rupture is accompanied by jet forces and
pressurization associated with expansion of the steam-water
mixture. The containment, containment systems, and
engineered safeguards are provided to limit the consequence
of such a rupture and must not be jeopardized by structural
failures induced by these consequential jet and pressure
loadings. This is assured by designing the walls and roof
of the reactor canpartments to withstand the resultant
forces, thereby preventing their collapse and damage to the
above mentioned essential

systems.'is

commitment is also consistent with the position taken by
other plants built in the same period as Diablo Canyon and is
supported by a number of statements made throughout FSAR Section
3.6. Section 3.6.1, in discussing the general criteria for
piping inside containment, specifically states that the 'fluid
discharge from ruptured piping (will) produce reaction and
thrust forces in the piping systens.'hese are the only
'consequential effects of the pip.. break itself'hich are
stated to 'have been considered in assuring that the general
criteria and performance of engineered safety systems are

satisfied.'174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued)

Similarly, the discussion, in PSAR Section 3.6.2, of the
specific criteria applied when considering breaks in the primary
reactor coolant loop piping generally limits itself to the
manner in which these blowdown reaction forces have been
accounted for in the analysis of the RCS piping, supports, and
restraints. ~s is the only dynamic pipe break effect

'entioned in the discussion of reactor coolant pressure boundary
integrity in PSAR Section 5.2.1. Pipe whip is briefly mentioned
in Section 3.6.2, but only as it affects equipment support-
structures. this is addressed singly by stating that the
protection of these structures 'is accomplished by separation of
equipment and piping, or by providing pipe'restraints to prevent
the formation of a plastic hinge mechanism.... Small pipes
are assumed to cause no significant damage to equipment
supports.'he pSAR has no requirement that jet impingement as
a result of a loop break be con8idered in the design or analysis
of the supports, restraints, or attached piping.

However, that such a 'jet dynamic force will result from any of
the'eactor coolant system pipe breaks postulated has been
noted in Section 3.6.2, but it goes on to state that 'structural
barriers and physical separation by plant layout have been used
in the design to limit the effects of iapingement. Where
necessary, the jet forces resulting from the pipe break . . . on
structures are calculated . . . (and) were considered in the
structural design. This is consistent with the discussion of
FSAR Section 3.8 as it applies to containment internal
structures only. The design loads and loading canbinations
given for these specifically-defined structures explicitly
include jet loads; such loads are, however, not included among
those to be considered for the exterior shell and base slab.

For other piping inside containment, Section 3.6.3 specifically
states in the opening sentence that the 'containment and all
essential equipment within the containment . . . have been
protected against the effects of pipe whip resulting from
postulated rupture of piping.'his is the only resultant
effect considered for such breaks, and phrases such as 'large
piping must be restrained so that . . .,'in the unlikely event
that one of the small pressurized lines should fail . . ., the
piping is restrained or arranged to neet the following
require@ants . . .", 'restraint(s) on the lines are necessary in
order to prevent impact on and subsequent damage to the
neighboring equipment or piping', and 'where the requireme'nts as
outlined above cannot be satisfied by judicious routing of the
piping, pipe whip restraints are designed and located as
outlined below . . ." appear throughout this section. There

is'o

indication that the protection of other piping systems from
jet impingement is required. The statement 'blowdown forces and

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued)

jet impingement, forces due to the postulated piping breaks on
lines in the containment (other than the reactor coolant loops)
were calculated from the formula FB 1.26 PoAg simply
provides the thrust force from those lines postulated to break.

We only other reference to jet impingement occurs in FSAR
Section 8.3.1.4.10.3, which states:

'We protection of Class 1E equipoent and cables from pipe
whip and jet iapingement has been studied (see Section
3.6A). All Class lE cables and equipment are protected
from damage caused by these

hazards.'lthough

Section 3.6A is only applicable outside containment,
the results of the recent jet i~i ingement analysis indicate that
the intent of this statement is also met inside the Containment,
based on the original scope and plant operating scheme.

2.0 DESIGN BASIS AT DIABID CANYON

We following subsections provide information on the design
bases utilized at the Diablo Canyon plant.

As stated in FSAR Section 3.6.2 (p.3.6-10), jet dynamic
forces will result from the postulated pipe breaks.
Structural barriers and physical separation by plant layout
have been used in the design to limit the effects of jet
impingement. For example, the crane wall, operating floor,
and refueling cavity walls serve as barriers between the
reactor coolant loops and the containment liner. We
primary means of providing separation is to locate each of
the four reactor coolant loops in four distinct quadrants
projecting from the biological shield. We piping and .

components associated with each loop are then arranged in a
conpact manner which results in a physical separation
between loops. Where the loops converge into the reactor
vessel and separation is at a minimum, the reactor shield
wall provides a barrier. Engineered safety feature system
components are located outside the crane wall, with
emergency core cooling system piping only penetrating the
crane wall in the vicinity of the loop to which they hre
attached.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

As part of the Diablo Canyon design/layout process, when
piping drawings were revised and reissued for construction,
a nechanical and an electrical engineer who were cognizant
of the separation criteria and affected plant systems were
required to review and provide their concurrence with the
physical layout. &is review and concurrence was in
addition to the various engineering discipline reviews.
Purthernare, small pipe and instrumentation tubing routing
was included in this review because these were routed by
the Hane Office engineering force rather than field
routed. By utilizing this review process, critical systems
(pipes', conduit, instruments) are separated from
high~nergy systems to the extent practical.

We recent plant assessment using DCM M-65 has shown that
the layout of carponents within the containment conforms
with this separation philosophy applied during the
design/layout/construction of Diablo Canyon.

2.2 Pi Hhi Restraint Desi n

In addition to the physical separation philosophy used in
the layout of Diablo Canyon, pipe restraints were added on
high energy lines in order to prevent impact on and
subsequent damage to neighboring equipment or piping
required to mitigate the effects of the subject pipe
break. The restraint type and spacing were chosen in such
a manner that unrestrained motion will not occur. Not only
do these restraints limit the motion but also limit the
fluid discharge zone of influence to a localized area near
the break. Pipe whip restraints are located in high-energy
piping systems more than l inch in diameter that were
originally intended for other than intermittent service
where the formation of a plastic hinge would endanger a
structure, system, or coaponent vital to safety.

For all high-energy lines larger than 4 inches, the break
locations were postulated at all fittings. A walkdown'was
performed to determine restraint locations to ensure that
all FSAR coranitments were met. For smaller pipes, because
of the lower thrust force and the limited impact zone, the
restraints are located for specific reasons, e.g., valve
operability.

4l74a





C. DCP RESPONSE continued

Due to the conservatively located pipe whip restraint and
the stiffness of the restraint itself, the pipe movement
will be limited and the jet effects will be minimized and
localized.

'Ihese pipe whip restraints, designed by PGandE, have had
their gaps verified by field hot functional test (with the
exception of gaps in the feedwater lines, which have yet to
be verified) and have been reverified by DCP as part of the
ZDVP program.

Tb account for the effects of pipe break on the reactor
coolant loop/support system, a dynamic analysis was
performed. We internal blowdown forces caused by the
rupture of a primary locy pipe were canbined with seismic
and other loading as described in FSAR Section &.2.
Although the possibility of a main coolant loop failure was
extremely low, pipe whip restraints were added to the loop
to assure that, even in the case of a double-ended
guillotine break, the pipe could not separate any
significant distance. These pipe whip restraints
substantially limit the energy release rate fran the break
and assure that the loads resulting from the loop breaks
will be minimized.

2.3 Cbncrete Structures

Jet impingement loads were considered: in the original
concrete structure design inside containment. Concrete
structures that may potentially be affected by jet
iapingement were evaluated for these loads. These
structures include the reactor compartment wall, main steam

pipe chase wall, and regenerative heat exchanger
canpartment. Consistent with the FSAR camitment of
Section 3.8, the containnent wall is not explicitly
evaluated for the local jet impingement load, but is
evaluated using the peak uniform internal containment
pressure load from reactor coolant pipe break.

Due to the limited pipe break separation, the thickness of
the crane wall, and the relatively long distance to the
crane wall from the pipe break, the direct jet force on the
crane wall is small and nc formal calculation of jet

'ffectswas judged to be required. Our current analyses
support this, as they show that, even if these jet
inpingement forces were considered, the concrete structural
integrity will not be ~paired. This further validates the
original Diablo Canyon design.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE (continued)

2.4 Pi i stem lit
,She evaluation of the effects of pipe break at the Diablo
Canyon plant is predicated upon the occurrence of a break
in a high energy line. However, much work has been
performed to demonstrate that such failures are highly
unlikely. This piping is of a high quality, and work on
the reactor coolant loop to dmenstrate the unlikelihood of
failure has been done specifically for Diablo Canyon. This
work is sumnarized in Section 5.2 of the PSAR. On a
generic basis, presentations have been made to the NRC and
the ACRS proposing that, for the reactor coolant system
(RCS), consideration of breaks be eliminated for structural
considerations. These proposals have been basQ on
fracture mechanics studies which conclude 'that cracking
will lead to detectable leaks before any break occurs.
~se proposals have been favorably received by both the
NRC:and ACRS. The NRC is presently in the process of
revising its position on RCS pipe break, as delineated in
Standard Review Plan Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and
Regulatory Guide 1.46.

Application of the revised NRC position may also be
extended to the other high-energy lines inside
containment. This piping has been fabricated from
high-strain capability materials which are similar in
character to the reactor coolant loop material. 'Ihese
piping systems were then inspected, hydro-tested, and
accepted for service using rigorous and detailed
procedures. The seismic design of these piping systems has
been thorough and analysis has demonstrated that failure of
the piping will not occur in the case of an earthquake.

2)us f the qua 1 ity and material properties of the piping g

the extent of inspection, and the inherent margin
introduced by design and analysis lead to the conclusion
that postulated ruptures have a very low probability of
occurrence.

4174a
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C. DCP RESPONSE continued

2.5 Seismic Desi of Pi i and stems

The ability of a piping system to withstand off-normal
loads is dependent upon its design. Diablo Canyon piping
systems are designed for seismic loads from the DE, DDE,

and Hosgri event and have been repeatedly analyzed for
these loadings. These design requirements have increased
the inherent capability of the piping systems to withstand
other off-normal events to several times greater than other
'non-West Coast'lants. Thus, while )et iapingeaent loads
are not explicitly included in the piping system design,
the seismic design of piping systems to the levels
determined to be appropriate for the plant sife provides
inherent conservatism and has increased the piping
capability to withstand get effects from postulated pipe
breaks.

3. 0
SUMMA'he

Project has conducted an exhaustive analysis of the effects
of ]et iapingement inside containment utilizing screening
criteria based upon current NRC/industry guidelines. However,
these criteria significantly exceed the FSAR commihnent on pipe
break dynamic effects, which generally limits itself to
consideration of blowdown reactive forces and pipe whip. Jet
impingement is only considered as it affects containment
internal structures as defined in FSAR Section 3.8. I

Nonetheless, the recent verification analysis has shown that the
design not only coaplies with the FSAR comnitment, but also
generally satisfies current criteria. In those instances where
it does not, other aspects of the plant design have increased
its inherent capability to withstand or serve to limit the
effects of other off-normal events not explicitly included in
the analysis. However, a design-basis pipe break has been shown
to be an extremely lowprobability event. The NRC is currently
revising its position to eliminate consideration of breaks for
RCS piping based on the low probability of the event and the
undesirability of additional structures and barriers that
adversely affect maintenance and inspection. 'Ihe application of
this revised position is expected to be extended to other
high-energy piping systems inside containment. Thus, the older
Diablo Canyon criteria is consistent with current trends in the
industry in the area of ]et impingement effects.

4174a
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